79-04 Mustang A-Arm Install ( * The Star indicates what steps to apply grease )

( We recommend White Lithium Grease on the Urethane A-arm bushings before installing in K-member )

Following these steps will make your A-arm installation go very smooth.

* Start by installing the front side of the A-arm in front K-member slot at an angle. Stay well below the mounting bolt holes.

* Now you can slowly rotate the other end of the A-arm towards the back slot of the K-member. Stay well below the mounting bolt holes.

* The back of the arm can now be pushed in without too much effort.

Now you can pull rear side of the A-Arm in place to align with mounting bolt holes.

Lastly pull the front of the A-arm into place and align with mounting bolt holes.

Shown with both ends perfectly lined up with the mounting bolt holes.

Proper bolt alignment using UPR’s Grade 10.9 Hardware Kit.

Complete grade 10.9 replacement K-member/A arm hardware kit available.

Be sure to shop our online store for the best deals: www.uprproducts.com